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“Computer-based Passwords – the keys to your Digital Estate”
Think about computer passwords as you do keys on your key ring. Do you use the same key
for your residence, your automobiles, your locker at the club and the safety deposit box at
your bank?

As your Digital Estate Plan is designed and updated (see Article 1.1: Protecting Your Digital Estate),
password management becomes an integral component of that plan.
It has become standard practice to use high-level, secure passwords that are hard to guess. The goal is
to make it harder for bad folks to randomly guess your secret passwords.
Take it a step further: think of computer-based passwords as keys of entry to your world. Do you use
the same key for your residence, your automobiles, the locker at the club and the safety deposit box at
your bank?
Like the different keys on your key ring, the use of different passwords for different websites and
different web-based activities will significantly enhance computer-based security.
Distinct passwords and user names for each website (or category of websites) will create a digital
firewall between separate digital assets. This simple step will thwart the efforts of an identity thief and
minimize damage when (not if) a password is breached.
Changing those passwords once in a while will further enhance security. Password mining software can
crack the average password in a surprisingly short period of time. Changing that password forces the
process to start over from the very beginning.
Those that are well-organized, have great memories and like mental challenges will use a different
password and user name for each website. It really isn’t that difficult if your Digital Asset List is kept

current. The key is to keep an accurate list of websites and other access information and update it as
needed.
Using “security questions” to add another layer of protection is not only valuable, but easily
accomplished. Simply do not answer the question truthfully. If the question is: “What is the name of
the high school that you attended?” answer with the maiden name of your mother. This can all be
easily recorded in your Digital Asset List.
Your on-line footprint represents an asset – a digital asset. Broaden your planning process to include
and protect your Digital Assets. As with all well-designed plans, this component of a broad financial
planning process will take careful organization, effective implementation and appropriate
communication. The Legacy is yours to pass on.
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Traditional Financial Planning will often focus upon the management of financial assets.
Multi-disciplinary Financial Planning broadens the approach to include Risk Management Strategies.
Life-Based Planning takes the process a step further to define the goals, events and legacies that truly
define us as individuals. Plans are then designed and implemented to deliver those priorities that are
truly important.
It is this Life-Based approach to planning that defines the practice philosophy of Financial Dynamics.
This commentary is but one example of that lifestyle-focused, broad-based and multi-disciplinary
approach to Financial Planning that we provide to our clients. Contact us for insight on how we can add
value to your planning process. We look forward to the conversation.
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